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Abstract
The recent progress in neural architecture search (NAS)
has allowed scaling the automated design of neural archi-
tectures to real-world domains, such as object detection
and semantic segmentation. However, one prerequisite for
the application of NAS are large amounts of labeled data
and compute resources. This renders its application chal-
lenging in few-shot learning scenarios, where many related
tasks need to be learned, each with limited amounts of data
and compute time. Thus, few-shot learning is typically done
with a fixed neural architecture. To improve upon this, we
propose METANAS, the first method which fully integrates
NAS with gradient-based meta-learning. METANAS opti-
mizes a meta-architecture along with the meta-weights dur-
ing meta-training. During meta-testing, architectures can
be adapted to a novel task with a few steps of the task
optimizer, that is: task adaptation becomes computation-
ally cheap and requires only little data per task. More-
over, METANAS is agnostic in that it can be used with
arbitrary model-agnostic meta-learning algorithms and ar-
bitrary gradient-based NAS methods. Empirical results
on standard few-shot classification benchmarks show that
METANAS with a combination of DARTS and REPTILE
yields state-of-the-art results.
1. Introduction
Neural architecture search (NAS) [14] has seen remark-
able progress on various computer vision tasks, such as im-
age classification [59, 41, 7], object detection [20], semantic
segmentation [8, 31, 36], and disparity estimation [44]. One
key prerequisite for this success is the availability of large
and diverse (labeled) data sets for the respective task. Fur-
thermore, NAS requires considerable compute resources for
optimizing the neural architecture for the target task.
This makes it difficult to apply NAS in use-cases where
one does not focus on a single task but is interested in a
large set (distribution) of tasks. To be effective in this set-
ting, learning must not require large amounts of data and
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Figure 1: Illustration of our proposed method METANAS
and related work. Gray highlights task learning, blue meta-
learning, and orange NAS components. Top: gradient-
based meta-learning with fixed architecture such as MAML
[16] or REPTILE [37]. Middle: applying NAS to meta-
learning such as AutoMeta [25]. Bottom: Proposed joint
meta-learning of architecture and weights with METANAS.
Since architectures are adapted during task learning, the
proposed method can learn task-specific architectures.
compute for every task but should, like humans, be able to
rapidly adapt to novel tasks by building upon experience
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from related tasks [27]. This concept of learning from expe-
rience and related tasks is known as meta-learning or learn-
ing to learn [46, 50, 21]. Here, we consider the problem of
few-shot learning, i.e., learning new tasks from just a few
examples. Prior work has proposed meta-learning methods
for this problem that are model-agnostic [16, 37] and allow
meta-learning weights of fixed neural architectures (see Fig-
ure 1, top).
In this work, we fully integrate meta-learning with NAS,
by proposing METANAS. METANAS allows adapting ar-
chitectures to novel tasks based on few datapoints with just
a few steps of a gradient-based task optimizer. This al-
lows METANAS to generate task-specific architectures that
are adapted to every task separately (but from a joint meta-
learned meta-architecture). This is in contrast to prior work
that applied NAS to multi-task or few-shot learning, where
a single neural architecture is optimized to work well on
average across all tasks [25, 39] (see Figure 1, middle).
Moreover, our method directly provides trained weights for
these task-specific architectures, without requiring meta re-
training them as in concurrent work [30]. Conceptual illus-
trations of our method are shown in Figure 1, bottom, and in
Figure 3. The key contributions of this work are as follows:
1. We show that model-agnostic, gradient-based meta-
learning methods (such as [16]) can very naturally be
combined with recently proposed gradient-based NAS
methods, such as DARTS [33]. This allows for joint
meta-learning of not only the weights (for a given, fixed
architecture) but also meta-learning the architecture it-
self (Section 3, see Figure 1 for an illustration).
2. We propose METANAS, a meta-learning algorithm
that can quickly adapt the meta-architecture to a task-
dependent architecture. This optimization of the archi-
tecture for the task can be conducted with few labeled
datapoints and only a few steps of the task optimizer (see
Figure 3 for an illustration).
3. We extend DARTS such that task-dependent architec-
tures need not be (meta) re-trained, which would be
infeasible in the few-shot learning setting with task-
dependent architectures for hundreds of tasks (requiring
hundreds re-trainings). We achieve this by introducing
a novel soft-pruning mechanism based on a tempera-
ture annealing into DARTS (see Figure 2). This mech-
anism lets architecture parameters converge to the ar-
chitectures obtained by the hard-pruning at the end of
DARTS, while giving the weights time to adapt to this
pruning. Because of this, pruning no longer results in
significant drops in accuracy, which might also be of in-
terest for the standard single-task setting. We give more
details in Section 4.
METANAS is agnostic in the sense that it is compat-
ible with arbitrary gradient-based model-agnostic meta-
learning algorithms and arbitrary gradient-based NAS
methods employing a continuous relaxation of the architec-
ture search space. Already in combination with the simple
meta-learning algorithm REPTILE[37] and NAS algorithm
DARTS[33], METANAS yields state-of-the-art results on
the standard few-shot classification benchmarks Omniglot
and MiniImagenet.
This paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, we re-
view related work on few-shot learning and neural archi-
tecture search. In Section 3, we show that model agnos-
tic, gradient-based meta-learning can naturally be combined
with gradient-based NAS. The soft-pruning strategy to ob-
tain task-dependent architectures without the need for re-
training is introduced in Section 4. We conduct experiments
on standard few-shot learning data sets in Section 5 and con-
clude in Section 6.
2. Related Work
Few-Shot Learning via Meta-Learning Few-Shot
Learning refers to the problem of learning to solve a task
(e.g., a classification problem) from just a few training
examples. This problem is challenging in combination
with deep learning as neural networks tend to be highly
over-parameterized and therefore prone to overfitting when
only very little data is available. Prior work [40, 16, 18, 19]
often approaches few-shot learning via meta-learning
or learning to learn [46, 50, 21, 22], where one aims at
learning from a variety of learning tasks in order to learn
new tasks much faster than otherwise possible [51]. There
are various approaches to few-shot learning, e.g., learning
to compare new samples to previously seen ones [48, 52]
or meta-learning a subset of weights that is shared across
tasks but fixed during task learning [58, 19].
In this work, we focus on a particular class of approaches
denoted as model-agnostic meta-learning [16, 17, 37, 1,
18]. These methods meta-learn an initial set of weights
for neural networks that can be quickly adapted to a new
task with just a few steps of gradient descent. For this,
the meta-learning objective is designed to explicitly reward
quick adaptability by incorporating the task training pro-
cess into the meta-objective. This meta-objective is then
usually optimized via gradient-based methods. Our method
extends these approaches to not only meta-learn an initial
set of weights for a given, fixed architecture but to also
meta-learn the architecture itself. As our method can be
combined with any model-agnostic meta-learning method,
future improvements in these methods can be directly uti-
lized in our framework.
Neural Architecture Search Neural Architecture Search
(NAS), the process of automatically designing neural net-
work architectures [14], has recently become a popular
approach in deep learning as it can replace the cumber-
some manual design of architectures while at the same
time achieving state-of-the-art performance on a variety of
tasks [59, 41, 9, 44]. We briefly review the main approaches
and refer to the recent survey by Elsken et al. [14] for a
more thorough literature overview. Researchers often frame
NAS as a reinforcement learning problem [2, 59, 57, 60] or
employ evolutionary algorithms [49, 35, 42, 41]. Unfortu-
nately, most of these methods are very expensive, as they
require training hundreds or even thousands of architec-
tures from scratch. Therefore, most recent work focuses on
developing more efficient methods, e.g., via network mor-
phisms [12, 6, 13, 47], weight sharing [45, 5, 4], or multi-
fidelity optimization [3, 15, 29, 56]; however, they are often
still restricted to relatively small problems.
To overcome this problem, Liu et al. [33] proposed a
continuous relaxation of the architecture search space that
allows optimizing the architecture via gradient-based meth-
ods. This is achieved by using a weighted sum of possible
candidate operations for each layer, where the real-valued
weights then effectively parametrize the network’s architec-
ture as follows:
x(j) =
∑
i<j
∑
o∈O
αˆi,jo o
(
x(i), wi,jo
)
=:
∑
i<j
MixedOp
(
x(i), wi,j
)
,
(1)
where αˆi,jo =
exp(αi,jo )∑
o′∈O exp(α
i,j
o′ )
are normalized mixture
weights that sum to 1, x(j) and x(i) represent feature maps
in the network, O denotes a set of candidate operations
(e.g., 3 × 3 convolution, 5 × 5 convolution, 3 × 3 aver-
age pooling, ...) for transforming previous feature maps to
new ones, w = (wi,jo )i,j,o denotes the regular weights of the
operations, and α = (αi,jo )i,j,o serves as a real valued, un-
constrained parameterization of the architecture. The mix-
ture of candidate operations is denoted as mixed operation
and the model containing all the mixed operations is often
referred to as the one-shot model.
DARTS then optimizes both the weights of the one-shot
model w and architectural parameters α by alternating gra-
dient descent on the training and validation loss, respec-
tively. After the search phase, a discrete architecture is ob-
tained by choosing a predefined number (usually two) of
most important incoming operations (those with the high-
est operation weighting factor αˆi,jo ) for each intermediate
node j while all others are pruned. This hard-pruning de-
teriorates performance [54, 55]: e.g., Xie et al. [54] report
a performance drop from 88% (one-shot model’s accuracy)
to 56% (pruned model’s accuracy). Thus, the pruned model
requires retraining w. We address this shortcoming in Sec-
tion 4.
In our work, we choose DARTS for neural architecture
search because of conceptual similarities to gradient-based
meta-learning, such as MAML [16], which will allow us to
combine the two kinds of methods.
Neural Architecture Search for Meta-Learning There
has been some recent work on combining NAS and meta-
learning. Wong et al. [53] train an automated machine
learning (AutoML [23]) system via reinforcement learning
on multiple tasks and then use transfer learning to speed
up the search for hyperparameters and architecture via the
learned system on new tasks. Their work is more focused
on hyperparameters rather than the architecture; the consid-
ered architecture search space is limited to choosing one of
few pretrained architectures.
Closest to our work are [25, 30]. Kim et al. [25] wrap
neural architecture search around meta-learning as illus-
trated in Figure 1 (middle). They apply progressive neural
architecture search [32] to few shot learning, but this re-
quires running the entire meta-training from scratch in ev-
ery iteration of the NAS algorithm; therefore, their approach
requires large computational costs of more than a hundred
GPU days. The approach is also limited to searching for a
single architecture suitable for few-shot learning rather than
learning task-dependent architectures, which our methods
supports. In a concurrent work [30], the authors proposed to
combine gradient-based NAS and meta-learning for finding
task-dependent architectures, similar to our work. However,
as they employ the hard-pruning strategy from DARTS with
significant drops in performance, they require re-running
meta-training for every task-dependent architecture (poten-
tially hundreds), rendering the evaluation of novel tasks ex-
pensive. In contrast, our method does not require re-training
task-dependent architectures and thus a single run of meta-
training suffices.
3. Marrying Gradient-based Meta-Learning
and Gradient-based NAS
Our goal is to build a meta-learning algorithm that
yields a meta-learned architecture αmeta with correspond-
ing meta-learned weightswmeta. Then, given a new task Ti,
both αmeta and wmeta shall quickly adapt to Ti based on
few labeled samples. To solve this problem, we now derive
METANAS, a method that naturally combines gradient-
based meta-learning methods with gradient-based NAS and
allows meta-learning αmeta along with wmeta. In Section
4, we will then describe how the meta-architectures encoded
by αmeta can be quickly specialized to a new task without
requiring re-training of wmeta.
3.1. Problem Setup for Few-Shot Classification
In the classic supervised deep learning setting, the goal
is to find optimal weights of a neural network by minimiz-
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Figure 2: Illustration of sparsity of the one-shot model after search. Left: vanilla DARTS (no sparsity enforced at all).
Middle: enforcing sparsity over mixture of operations. Right: additionally enforcing sparsity over input nodes (here only a
single input per node).
ing a loss function LTtrain(w) given a single, large task
T = (Dtrain, Dtest) with corresponding training and test
data. In contrast, in few-shot learning, we are given a dis-
tribution over comparably small training tasks T train ∼
ptrain(T ) and test tasks T test ∼ ptest(T ). We usually con-
sider n-way, k-shot tasks, meaning each task is a classifica-
tion problem with n classes (typically n ∈ {5, 20}) and k
(typically k ∈ {1, 5}) training examples per class. In com-
bination with meta-learning, the training tasks are used to
meta-learn how to improve learning of new tasks from the
test task distribution.
3.2. Gradient-based Meta-Learning of Neural Ar-
chitectures
Similar to MAML’s meta-learning strategy in the weight
space [16], our goal is to meta-learn an architecture with
corresponding weights which is able to quickly adapt to new
tasks. In accordance with MAML we do so by minimizing
a meta-objective
Lmeta(w,α, ptrain,Φk)
=
∑
Ti∼ptrain
LTi
(
Φk(w,α,DTitrain), D
Ti
test
)
=
∑
Ti∼ptrain
LTi
(
(w∗Ti , α
∗
Ti), D
Ti
test
)
(2)
with respect to a real-valued parametrization α of the
neural network architecture and corresponding weights w.
Ti = (DTitrain, DTitest) denotes a training task sampled from
the training task distribution ptrain(T ), LTi the correspond-
ing task loss, and Φk(w,α,DTitrain) the task learning al-
gorithm or simply task-learner, where k refers to k iter-
ations of learning/ weight updates (e.g., by SGD). Prior
work [16, 37, 25] considered a fixed, predefined architec-
ture αfixed and chose Φk to be an optimizer like SGD for the
weights:
w∗ = wk = Φk(w,αfixed, DTitrain)
with the one-step updates
wj+1 = Φ(wj , DTitrain) := w
j − λtask∇wLT (wj , DTitrain)
and w0 = w. In contrast, we choose Φk to be k steps
of gradient-based neural architecture search inspired by
DARTS [33] with weight learning rate λtask and architec-
ture learning rate ξtask:(
wj+1
αj+1
)
= Φ(wj , αj , DTitrain)
=
(
wj − λtask∇wLT (wj , αj , DTitrain)
αj − ξtask∇αLT (wj , αj , DTitrain)
)
.
(3)
Therefore, Φk does not only optimize task weights w∗Ti
but also optimizes task architecture α∗Ti . Note that we use
the same data set to update wj and αj (Equation 3) in con-
trast to Liu et al. [33] due to the limited amount of data in
the few-shot setting not allowing to split into training and
validation per task. Moreover, using the same data set also
allows updating both sets of parameters with a single for-
ward and backward pass, see Lian et al. [30]. As we use a
real-valued parametrization of α and a gradient-based task
optimizer, the meta-objective Lmeta (Equation 2) is differ-
entiable with respect to w and α. This means we can use
any gradient-based meta-learning algorithm Ψ not only for
w but also for the architecture α. As an example, one could
use MAML [16] as a meta-learning algorithm, which runs
SGD on the meta-objective, yielding meta-updates
(
wi+1meta
αi+1meta
)
= ΨMAML(αimeta, w
i
meta, p
train,Φk)
=
(
wimeta − λmeta∇wLmeta(wimeta, αimeta, ptrain,Φk)
αimeta − ξmeta∇αLmeta(wimeta, αimeta, ptrain,Φk)
)
Algorithm 1 METANAS: Meta-Learning of Neural Archi-
tectures
1: Input:
distribution over tasks p(T ),
task-learner Φk(w, a,DTitrain) # e.g. DARTS [33]
meta-learner Ψw,Ψα # e.g. REPTILE [37]
2: Initialize wmeta, αmeta
3: while not converged do
4: Sample tasks T1, . . . , Tn from p(T )
5: for all Ti do
6: w∗Ti , α
∗
Ti ← Φk(wmeta, αmeta, DTitrain)
7: end for
8: wmeta ← Ψw
(
wmeta, {w∗Ti , α∗Ti , Ti}ni=1
)
9: αmeta ← Ψα
(
αmeta, {w∗Ti , α∗Ti , Ti}ni=1
)
10: end while
11: return wmeta, αmeta
or, as an alternative, one could use REPTILE [37], which
simply computes the updates as(
wi+1meta
αi+1meta
)
= ΨREPTILE(αimeta, w
i
meta, p
train,Φk)
=
(
wimeta + λmeta
∑
Ti(w
∗
Ti − wimeta)
αimeta + ξmeta
∑
Ti(a
∗
Ti − αimeta)
)
.
(4)
We chose REPTILE for all our experiments due to its
conceptual simplicity and computational efficiency com-
pared to MAML. Note that one could also use different
meta-learning algorithms for wmeta and αmeta. However,
we restrict ourselves to the same meta-learning algorithm
for both for simplicity. We refer to Algorithm 1 for a generic
template of our proposed framework for meta-learning neu-
ral architectures and to Algorithm 2 for a concrete imple-
mentation using DARTS as task learning and REPTILE as
a meta-learning algorithm.
By incorporating a NAS algorithm directly into the meta-
learning algorithm, we can search for architectures with
a single run of the meta-learning algorithm, while prior
work [25] required full meta-learning of hundreds of pro-
posed architectures during the architecture search process.
We highlight that Algorithm 1 is agnostic in that it can be
combined with any gradient-based NAS method and any
gradient-based meta-learning method.
4. Task-dependent Architecture Adaptation
Using a NAS algorithm as a task optimizer does not
only allow directly incorporating architecture search into
the meta-training loop, but it also allows an adaptation of
the found meta-architecture after meta-learning to new tasks
(i.,e., during meta-testing). That is, it allows in principle
finding a task-dependent architecture, compare Algorithm
Algorithm 2 Meta-Learning of Neural Architectures with
DARTS and REPTILE
1: Input:
distribution over tasks p(T ),
task loss function LT
2: Initialize wmeta, αmeta
3: while not converged do
4: Sample tasks T1, . . . , Tn from p(T )
5: for all Ti do
6: wTi ← wmeta
7: αTi ← αmeta
8: for j ← 1, . . . , k do
9: wTi ← wTi − λtask∇wLT (wTi , αTi , DTitrain)
10: αTi ← αTi − ξtask∇αLT (wTi , αTi , DTitrain)
11: end for
12: end for
13: wmeta ← wmeta + λmeta
∑
Ti(w
∗
Ti − wimeta)
14: αmeta ← αmeta + ξmeta
∑
Ti(a
∗
Ti − αimeta)
15: end while
16: return wmeta, αmeta
3. This is in contrast to prior work where the architecture is
always fixed during meta-testing [16, 37]. Also prior work
using NAS for meta-learning [25] searches for a single ar-
chitecture that is then shared across all tasks.
Unfortunately, the task-dependent architecture obtained
by the DARTS task optimizer is non-sparse, that is, the αTi
do not lead to mixture weights being strictly 0 or 1, compare
Figure 2 (left) for an illustration. As discussed in Section 2,
DARTS addresses this issue with a hard-pruning strategy at
the end of the architecture search to obtain the final architec-
ture from the one-shot model (line 8 in Algorithm 3). Since
this hard-pruning deteriorates performance heavily (see Ap-
pendix A.1), the pruned architectures require retraining.
This is particularly problematic in a few-shot learning set-
ting as it requires meta re-training all the task-dependent
architectures. This is the approach followed by [30], but
it unfortunately increases the cost of a single task training
during meta-testing from a few steps of the task optimizer
to essentially a full meta-training run of MAML/REPTILE
with a fixed architecture.
We now propose a method to remove the need for re-
training by proposing two modification to DARTS that
essentially re-parameterize the search space and substan-
tially alleviate the drop in performance resulting from hard-
pruning. This is achieved by enforcing the mixture weights
αˆ of the mixed operations to slowly converge to 0 or 1 dur-
ing task training while giving the operation weights time to
adapt to this soft pruning.
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Figure 3: Conceptual illustration of the architectures at different stages of METANAS. Left: after initializing the one-shot
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Algorithm 3 Learning of new task after meta-learning (i.e.,
meta-testing) with DARTS.
1: Input: new task T = (Dtrain, Dtest)
meta-learned architecture and weights αmeta, wmeta
2: wT ← wmeta
3: αT ← αmeta
4: for j ← 1, . . . , k do
5: wT ← wT − λtask∇wLT (wT , αT , Dtrain)
6: αT ← αT − ξtask∇αLT (wT , αT , Dtrain)
7: end for
8: α¯T ← PRUNE(αT )
9: Evaluate Dtest with α¯T , wT
4.1. Soft-Pruning of Mixture over Operations
The first modification sparsifies the mixture weights of
the operations forming a mixed operation that transforms
node i to node j. We achieve this by changing the nor-
malization of the mixture weights αˆi,jo from Equation 1 to
become increasingly sparse, that is: more similar to a one-
hot encoding for every i, j. To achieve this, we add a tem-
perature τα that is annealed to 0 over the course of a task
training:
αˆi,jτα (o) =
exp(αi,jo /τα)∑
o′∈O exp(α
i,j
o′ /τα)
. (5)
A similar approach was proposed by [54] and [11] in the
context of relaxing discrete distributions via the Gumbel
distribution [24, 34]. Note that this results in (approximate)
one-hot mixture weights in a single mixed operation (com-
pare Figure 2 (middle) for an illustration); however, the sum
over all j − 1 possible input nodes 0, . . . , j − 1 in Equation
1 is still non-sparse, meaning node j is still connected to all
prior nodes. As DARTS selects only the top k (k = 2 in
the default) input nodes, we need additionally also to spar-
sify across the possible input nodes (that is a soft-pruning of
them) rather than just summing them up (as done in Equa-
tion 1), see Figure 2 (right) for an illustration.
4.2. Soft-Pruning of Mixture over Input Nodes
A natural choice to also sparsify the inputs would be to
also introduce weights βi,j of the inputs and sparsify them
the same way as the operations’ weights by annealing a tem-
perature τβ to 0 over the course of a task training:
x(j) =
∑
i<j
exp(βi,j/τβ)∑
k<j exp(β
k,j/τβ)
MixedOp
(
x(i)
)
. (6)
Unfortunately, this would results in selecting exactly one
input rather than a predefined number of inputs (e.g., the
literature default 2 [60, 54, 33]). Instead, we weight every
combination of k inputs to allow an arbitrary number of in-
puts k:
x(j) =
∑
i={i1,...,ik}∈I
exp(βi,j/τβ)∑
k∈I exp(βk,j/τβ)
·
(
MixedOp
(
x(i1)
)
+ · · ·+MixedOp(x(ik))), (7)
where I = {{i1, . . . , ik}|{i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ {0, . . . , j − 1}}
denotes the set of all combinations of inputs of size k.
This introduces
(
j
k
)
additional parameters per node, which
is negligible for practical settings with j ≤ 5. The in-
put weights βk,j are optimized along with the operation’s
weights α. Note that we simply subsume α and β into α in
Algorithm 3.
With these two modifications, we can now not only
find task-dependent optimal weights (given meta-weights)
but also find task-dependent architectures (given a meta-
architecture) that can be hard pruned without notable drop
in performance, and thus without retraining. We refer
to Appendix A.1 for a comparison of the three different
Omniglot MiniImagenet
Parameters Architecture 1-shot, 20-way 5-shot, 20-way 1-shot, 5-way 5-shot, 5-way
≈30k
REPTILE 86.7± 0.38 97.4± 0.04 46.5± 0.33 63.3± 0.3
AutoMeta 89.0± 0.52 96.7± 0.13 49.8± 0.55 64.5± 1.36
METANAS 92.2± 0.04 98.8± 0.05 49.7± 0.4 62.1± 0.9
≈100k
REPTILE 90.0± 0.14 98.0± 0.06 48.0± 0.44 65.4± 0.31
AutoMeta 96.2± 0.22 99.2± 0.08 50.1± 0.16 66.3± 0.4
METANAS 96.2± 0.16 99.2± 0.07 53.2± 0.4 67.8± 0.7
Table 1: Results (mean ± standard deviation for 3 independent runs) on different data sets and different few-shot tasks.
For all architecture, REPTILE was used as a meta-learning algorithm and all results were obtained using the same training
pipeline to ensure a fair comparison. Accuracy in %.
pruning strategies discussed on a standard NAS setting on
CIFAR-10 (single task). While in theory we can now en-
force a one-hot encoding of the mixture operation as well as
over the input nodes, we empirically found that it is some-
times helpful to not choose the minimal temperature too
small but rather allow a few (usually not more than two)
weights larger than 0 instead of hard forcing an one-hot
encoding. At the end of each task learning, we then sim-
ply keep all operations and input nodes with corresponding
weight αˆ larger than some threshold (e.g., αˆ ≥ 0.01), while
all others are pruned.
5. Experiments
We evaluate our proposed method on the standard few-
shot image recognition benchmarks Omniglot [26] and
MiniImagenet (as proposed by [40]) in the n-way, k-shot
setting (as proposed by [52]), meaning that a few-shot
learning task is generated by random sampling n classes
from either Omniglot or MiniImagenet and k examples for
each of the n classes. We refer to [52] for more details.
5.1. Comparison under the same meta-learning al-
gorithm.
We first compare against the architectures from the orig-
inal REPTILE [37] paper and from AutoMeta [25] when
training all models with the same meta-learning algorithm,
namely REPTILE. This ensures a fair comparison and dif-
ferences in performance can be clearly attributed to differ-
ences in the architecture. We re-train the architectures from
REPTILE and AutoMeta with our own training pipeline for
30, 000 meta epochs (which we found to be sufficient to ap-
proximately reproduce results from the REPTILE paper) to
further ensure that all architectures are trained under iden-
tical conditions. A detailed description of the experimental
setup including all hyperparameters can be found in Ap-
pendix A.2 in the supplementary material.
For our method, we consider the following search space
based on DARTS and AutoMeta: we search for a nor-
mal and reduction cell (which is common practice in the
NAS literature [60, 33, 54, 7, 55]). Both cells are com-
posed of three intermediate nodes (i.e., hidden states). The
set of candidate operations is MaxPool3x3, AvgPool3x3,
SkipConnect, Conv1x5-5x1, Conv3x3, SepConv3x3, Dilat-
edConv3x3. Our models are composed of 4 cells, with the
first and third cells being normal cells and the second and
forth cell being reduction cells. The number of filters is
constant throughout the whole network (rather than dou-
bling the filters whenever the spatial resolution decreases);
it is set so that the pruned models match the size (in terms
of number of parameters) of the REPTILE and AutoMeta
models to ensure a fair comparison. We consider models
in the regime of 30, 000 parameters as well as 100, 000 pa-
rameters. Note that, in contrast to DARTS, we optimize the
architectural parameters also on training data (rather than
validation data) due to very limited amount of data in the
few-shot setting not allowing a validation split per task.
The results are summarized in Table 1. In the 1-shot,
20-way Omniglot experiment, METANAS achieves supe-
rior performance in the case of small models, while in
the case of large models METANAS is on-par with Au-
toMeta while both outperform REPTILE. On Omniglot
5-shot, 20-way, all methods perform similarly well with
METANAS and AutoMeta having slight advantages over
REPTILE. On MiniImagenet 1-shot, 5way, both AutoMeta
and METANAS outperform REPTILE. In the 5-shot, 5-
way setting, METANAS does also outperform AutoMeta
in the case of larger models while being slightly worse for
small models. In summary, METANAS nearly always out-
performs the original REPTILE model while it is on-par
or does slightly outperform AutoMeta in almost all cases.
We highlight that METANAS achieves this while being 10x
more efficient than AutoMeta; the AutoMeta authors report
computational costs in the order of 100 GPU days while
METANAS was run for approximately one week on a sin-
gle GPU. Moreover, METANAS finds task-specific archi-
tectures; see Figure 4 for the most common cells and Ap-
pendix 5 for two other commonly used (reduction) cells,
with considerable differences in the operations and connec-
tivity.
(a) Normal cell. (b) Reduction cell.
Figure 4: The most common normal and reduction cell found by METANAS that are used for the evaluation in Section 5.2.
5.2. Scaling up architectures and comparison to
other meta-learning algorithms.
We now compare to other meta-learning algorithms in
the fixed architecture setting; that is: we use METANAS
not with task-dependent architectures but with a single
fixed architecture extracted after running METANAS. For
this, we extract the most common used task-dependent ar-
chitecture (see Figure 4) and scale it up by using more
channels and cells. We retrain the resulting architecture,
which has approximately 1 million parameters, for more
meta-epochs with stronger regularization (weight decay and
DropPath[60]), which is common practice in the NAS lit-
erature [60, 41, 33, 54, 7]. Please refer to Appendix A.2
for details. Note that naively enlarging models for few-
shot learning without regularization does not improve per-
formance due to overfitting as reported by [40, 16].
Results are presented in Table 2. Again, METANAS im-
proves over the standard REPTILE architecture and Au-
toMeta. Compared to other methods that meta-learn an
initial set of parameters (first block), METANAS signifi-
cantly outperforms all other methods on MiniImagenet and
achieves new state-of-the-art performance. On Omniglot,
METANAS is on-par with MAML++. As MAML++ out-
performs REPTILE as a meta-learning algorithm, it is likely
that using MAML++ in combination with METANAS
would further improve our results. Also compared to other
meta-learning approaches (second block), METANAS is on
par or outperforms them while employing a significantly
smaller architecture (1 million parameters for METANAS
compared to more than 10 million for TADAM [38],
LEO [43] and MetaOptNet [28]).
6. Conclusion
We have proposed METANAS, the first method which
fully integrates gradient-based meta-learning with neural ar-
chitecture search. METANAS allows meta-learning a neu-
ral architecture along with the weights and adapting it to
task-dependent architectures based on few labeled data-
points and with only a few steps of gradient descent. We
have also proposed an extension of DARTS [33] that re-
duces the performance drop incurred during hard-pruning,
1We report results without label smoothing and without training on the
validation set, as this is also not used in our work.
MiniImagenet Omniglot
Method # params 1-shot, 5-way 5-shot, 5-way 1-shot, 20 way
MAML[16] 30k 48.7± 1.8 63.1± 0.9 95.8± 0.03
MAML++[1] - 52.2± 0.3 68.3± 0.4 97.65± 0.05
T-NAS++[30] 27k 54.1± 1.4 69.6± 0.9 -
REPTILE[37] 30k 50.00± 0.3 66.0± 0.6 89.43± 0.14
AutoMeta[25] 100k 57.6± 0.2 74.7± 0.2 -
METANAS ∗ 1M 61.7± 0.3 78.8± 0.2 97.74± 0.08
TADAM [38] 12M 58.5± 0.3 76.7± 0.3 -
MetaOptNet [28]1 12M 61.1± 0.6 77.4± 0.5 -
LEO [43] 36.5M 61.8± 0.1 77.6± 0.1 -
Table 2: Comparison to other meta-learning algorithm. The
first block contains methods that, similar to ours, learn an
initial set of parameters that is quickly adapted to new tasks.
The second block contains other meta-learning methods.
Here we list the numbers stated in other papers. METANAS
∗ denotes the results of our proposed method after increas-
ing model size, regularization and a longer meta-training
period. Accuracy in %.
which might be of independent interest. Empirical results
on standard few-shot learning benchmarks show the superi-
ority with respect to simple CNNs mostly used in few-shot
learning so far. METANAS is on-par or better than other
methods applying NAS to few-shot learning while being
significantly more efficient. After scaling the found archi-
tectures up, METANAS significantly improves the state-of-
the-art on MiniImagenet, achieving 61.7% accuracy in the
1-shot, 5-way setting and 78.8% in the 5-shot, 5 way set-
ting.
As our framework is agnostic with respect to the meta-
learning algorithm as well as to the differentiable architec-
ture search method, our empirical results can likely be im-
proved by using more sophisticated meta-learning methods
such as MAML++ [1] and more sophisticated differentiable
architecture search methods such as ProxylessNAS [7]. In
the future, we plan to extend our framework beyond few
shot classification to other multi-task problems.
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A. Appendix
A.1. Comparison of different sparsification strate-
gies and impact on pruning
We recap the three different sparsification strategies dis-
cussed in Section 4 and Figure 2:
1. vanilla DARTS [33], i.e., no sparsification (neither op-
erations nor inputs)
2. sparsifying the operations only (e.g., as in SNAS [54])
3. sparsifying both operations and inputs (as proposed in
our work).
Prior to the meta-learning setting, we evaluated these
three strategies on the default single-task classification set-
ting on CIFAR-10. We ran the search phase of DARTS with
default hyperparameters (i.e., hyperparameters identical to
Liu et al. [33]) on CIFAR-10 and evaluated the drop in ac-
curacy after the search phase when going from the one-shot
model to the pruned model. The one-shot model is pruned
as proposed by Liu et al. [33]. The results can be found in
Table 3. In the vanilla setting without any sparsification, the
accuracy drops significantly, almost to chance level. When
sparsifying the operations only, accuracy is much better but
still clearly below the original performance. In contrast,
with our proposed strategy, there is no significant drop in
performance.
Sparsification
strategy
No sparsification
(Fig. 2, left)
Sparsify
operations only
(Fig. 2, middle)
Sparsify operations
& inputs
(Fig. 2, right)
Accuracy
before pruning 87.9± 0.2% 84.4± 0.4% 84.8± 0.3%
Accuracy
after pruning 16.7± 2.1% 60.2± 4.0% 84.7± 0.4%
Table 3: Comparing the different annealing strategies dis-
cussed in Section 4 and Figure 2: 1) vanilla DARTS (no an-
nealing) 2) annealing the operations only, 3) annealing both
operations and inputs (as proposed in our work). Mean ±
SEM, on single-task NAS setting (CIFAR-10, DARTS’ de-
fault hyperparameters).
A.2. Detailed experimental setup and hyperparam-
eters
Our implementation is based on the REPTILE [37]2 and
DARTS [33]3 code. The data loaders and data splits are
adopted from Torchmeta [10]4. The overall evaluation set-
up is the same as in REPTILE.
2https://github.com/openai/supervised-reptile
3https://github.com/khanrc/pt.darts
4https://github.com/tristandeleu/pytorch-meta
Hyperparameters are listed in Table 4. The hyperparam-
eters were determined by random search centered around
default values from REPTILE on a validation split of the
training data.
For the experiments in Section 5.1, all models were
trained for 30,000 meta epochs. For METANAS, we did
not adapt the architectural parameters for the first 15,000
meta epochs to warm-up the model. Such a warm-up phase
is commonly employed as it helps avoiding unstable be-
haviour in gradient-based NAS [7, 44].
Hyperparameter Value
batch size 20
meta batch size 10
shots during meta training 15 / 10
task training steps (during meta training) 5
task training steps (during meta testing) 50+505
task learning rate (weights) 10−3
task learning rate (architecture) 10−3 / 5 · 10−4
task optimizer (weights) Adam
task optimizer (architecture) Adam
meta learning rate (weights) 1.0
meta learning rate (architecture) 0.6
meta optimizer (weights) SGD
meta optimizer (architecture) SGD
weight decay ( weights) 0.0
weight decay (architecture) 10−3
Table 4: Listing of hyperparameters for METANAS for the
experiments of Section 5.1. Hyperparameters are the same
across n-shot, k-way setting. Hyperparameters are the same
for MiniImagenet and Omniglot except for rows with two
values separated by a slash. In this case, the first value de-
notes the value for MiniImagenet while the latter one de-
notes the value for Omniglot.
For the experiment in Section 5.2, we make the follow-
ing changes in contrast to Section 5.1: we meta-train for
100,000 meta epochs instead of 30,000 and increase the
weight decay on the weights from 0.0 to 10−4 and use Drop-
Path [59] with probability 0.2. We increase the number of
channels per layer to 96 from 14 (30k parameter models)
/ 28 (100k parameter models) and use 5 cells instead of 4,
whereas again the second and forth cell are reduction cells
while all others are normal cells.
A.3. Motivation of meta-learning algorithm Ψ
In Section 3.2, we proposed the two meta-learning up-
dates
5By 50+50 we mean that for the first 50 steps, both the weights and ar-
chitecture are adapted while for the later 50 steps only weights are adapted.
(
wi+1meta
αi+1meta
)
= ΨMAML(αimeta, w
i
meta, p
train,Φk)
=
(
wimeta − λmeta∇wLmeta(wimeta, αimeta, ptrain,Φk)
αimeta − ξmeta∇αLmeta(wimeta, αimeta, ptrain,Φk)
)
(8)
and
(
wi+1meta
αi+1meta
)
= ΨREPTILE(αimeta, w
i
meta, p
train,Φk)
=
(
wimeta + λmeta
∑
Ti(w
∗
Ti − wimeta)
αimeta + ξmeta
∑
Ti(a
∗
Ti − αimeta)
)
.
(9)
Equation (8) extends the MAML update
wi+1meta = w
i
meta − λmeta∇wLmeta(wimeta, ptrain,Φk),
which is simply one step of SGD on the meta-objective
(Equation 2), while Equation (9) extends the REPTILE up-
date
wi+1meta = w
i
meta + λmeta
∑
Ti
(w∗Ti − wimeta),
which was shown to maximize the inner product between
gradients of different batches for the same task, resulting in
improved generalization[37]. Equations (8) and (9) consti-
tute a simple heuristic that perform the same updates also
on the architectural parameters.
A.4. Additional plots
Figure 5: Two other commonly used reduction cells.
